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T
he house was a 1970s throwback,” says interior 
designer Tracy Hickman of her clients’ modernist 
Chicago abode. When the young couple decided 
to completely renovate their home—originally 
built in ’79—they instructed their design team, 

which also included architect Kevin Toukoumidis and home 
builder Jeffrey Berry, to embrace its contemporary lines 
while creating a cozy vibe that would suit their growing 
family. “The husband really liked the home’s modern appeal, 
but the wife didn’t want something quite so cold,” says 
Hickman, who worked on the house with project manager 
Annette Zelnick. “So, she pulled me in to keep the integrity 
of the spaces, but in a warm and transitional way.”

The result of the extensive revamp and third-floor 
addition is a home distinguished by a light-filled center 
atrium with an open steel staircase that runs alongside 
a soaring diagonal wall. “The footprint of this house 
steps back, and, in lieu of square footage, we created 
bigger windows that allow for more natural light,” explains 
Toukoumidis. To create a sense of privacy, Hickman 
designed a custom sheer drape with a motorized control 
for the three-story window. “All of the surfaces were a 
bit hard and slick,” Hickman says. “I felt that we needed 
a sheer drapery wall to make the house feel less stark. 
It’s like fabric architecture.” A custom bronze-and-glass 
chandelier that’s suspended from the skylight adds yet 

Right: The third-floor addition 
of this Chicago home, clad with 
custom charcoal-metal panels 

from Heritage Sheet Metal, 
was set back several feet by 
architect Kevin Toukoumidis. 

Portella Steel Doors & Windows 
fabricated the custom front door. 

Front landscaping designed 
by landscape architect Mimi 
McKay was installed by The 

Garden Consultants. 

Opposite: Interior designer Tracy 
Hickman conceived the custom 
sheer drape, featuring Classic 

Cloth material from Dessin Fournir 
and fabricated by Baird’s Drapery 
Services, to bring privacy and 

softness to the three-story window 
in the home’s center atrium. The 
new triangular-shaped skylight is 

from Imperial Glass Structures.
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Opposite: Benjamin Moore’s Dove Wing paint frames the living room’s built-in bar, which features custom walnut cabinetry 
designed by Toukoumidis and project architect Tom Hagerty and built by Stay-Straight Manufacturing. The countertop 

is from Stone Source, and the mirror was fabricated by Illinois Glassworks. Wood flooring is by Hank’s Floor Service. 

Below: In the living room, a sofa designed by Hickman and fabricated by Anees Upholstery is swathed in Glant fabric. 
Coffee tables from Bradley, a Holly Hunt armchair covered in Pollack fabric from Donghia and a wingback chair from Coup 
D’Etat in San Francisco grace a carpet from Holland & Sherry. The large artwark by Retna is from Guy Hepner in New York.
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Above: To play up the architecture in the dining room, 
Hickman placed Caste side chairs from Holly Hunt next to 
a live-edge wood table from Casa Spazio with a metal base 
and a custom bench dressed in Castel fabric. The fixture 
is by Kevin Reilly. A leather-padded wall and walnut-ceiling 
panels create an interplay of cool and warm influences. 

Left: A Lindsey Adelman Studio chandelier adds a beautiful 
focal point in the spacious kitchen, which includes custom 
walnut cabinetry conceived by the architects, white-quartz 
countertops from Stone Source and appliances from 
Abt. Wood-and-leather stools from BDDW in New York 
coordinate with Dornbracht faucets from Studio41. 
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Toukoumidis and Hagerty collaborated with Studio Dunn in Rumford, Rhode Island, to design the contemporary 
light fixture that illuminates the center atrium. A new three-story aluminum-window system by C.R. Laurence Co. 

creates a modern aesthetic. The staircase, conceived by the architects, was fabricated by Dynamic Iron.

another layer to the ensemble. “The fixture really draws 
your eye upward,” says project architect Tom Hagerty. 

It was Hagerty’s idea to conserve valuable floor space by 
using a thin sheet of frosted glass rather than drywall for the 
partition between the hallway and the master bathroom on 
the third-floor addition. The master bathroom receives natural 
light from a skylight above the sculptural tub during the 
day, and at night, the wall itself appears to glow thanks to 
concealed LED lights. “The clients love the added space and 
light,” Hagerty says. Adding the third story, however, required 
extensive retrofitting of the original structure. “We drilled into 
the concrete block with an epoxy injection bolt that melds 
the interior block with the outer brick,” says Berry. According 
to the builder, the foundation footings weren’t strong enough 
to handle the load of the third-story addition, so the team 
dug down and added mass to them. 

To create a sense of continuity, the team employed a 
limited palette of materials that includes blackened steel, 
white quartz and walnut—which was used to build the 

custom cabinetry in the living room and to create the 
ceiling panels that define the kitchen and dining room. 
“The edited material palette allows for a cohesiveness 
throughout the home and provides a calming environment 
that highlights the architecture,” says Toukoumidis. 

Additionally, a textural palette of fabrics in predominantly 
gray and tan hues introduces another layer to the interiors. 
“The goal was to contrast the modern architecture and 
soften it to some degree,” Hickman says. “Whether it was a 
contrast in colors or in textures, I wanted this warm and cool 
juxtaposition to happen.” In the living room, for example, a 
wool-and-cashmere sofa mingles with a pair of iron coffee 
tables featuring concrete tops. Despite the room’s relatively 
narrow dimensions, Hickman was able to form a second 
distinct seating area by placing a pair of club chairs next 
to the fireplace. “The raised hearth creates a natural spot 
where you can set down a drink and curl up with a book,” 
Hickman says. “The chairs are curvy but still very handsome; 
a 50-50 split between masculine and feminine.”

Down the hall from the master 
bedroom, the sitting room includes 
a Berman/Rosetti sofa from Edward 
Ferrell + Lewis Mittman covered in 
Theo leather from Dessin Fournir 
and Rosemary Hallgarten alpaca 
boucle from Holland & Sherry. A 
Roll & Hill chandelier hangs above 
a trunk cloaked in Kyle Bunting 
hair-on-hide from David Sutherland.
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Right: To make the most of a 
compressed floor plan on the new 
third-floor addition, Toukoumidis 
and Hagerty eschewed drywall 

in favor of a thin piece of frosted 
glass by Illinois Glassworks, which 
is illuminated with concealed LED 

lights from Luminii. Artwork by 
Banksy resides down the hall. 

Opposite: A light fixture from 
The Urban Electric Co. brightens 
the master bathroom, where Lea 

Ceramiche shower tiles join flooring 
from Stone Source. Custom walnut 
cabinetry by the architects pairs 
with Kohler sinks and faucets, all 

from Studio41. The tub is by Victoria 
+ Albert, and the custom mirror 

includes Robern medicine cabinets.
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In the master bedroom, a Holly 
Hunt bed featuring an upholstered 
headboard is covered in bedding 
made with fabrics by Castel, de 
Le Cuona and Sandra Jordan. 
The alpaca-hide rug from Watson 
Smith and a bench re-covered in 
shearling from Keleen Leathers 
continue the mix of textures. 
Lindsey Adelman Studio pendants 
brighten side tables from BDDW.  

That playful dance of influences continues in the  
dining room, where sculptural chairs contrast with the light 
fixture’s rectilinear lines and a leather-padded wall behind 
the custom bench. “The organic shape of the chairs 
ties in with the kitchen’s chandelier, too,” says Hickman, 
pointing to the shapely fixture hanging over the white-
quartz island. “I really pushed for this fixture because it 
broke up the rectilinear cabinetry.” Furthermore, a pair 
of glass pendants adds an elegant touch to the master 
bedroom—a lively, welcoming retreat with an upholstered 
headboard, alpaca-hide rug and bench re-covered in a 
sumptuous shearling. “The bench’s legs are a fun shape 
against the more angular lines in the bedroom,” Hickman 
says. According to the designer, being in the bedroom 
looking out over the garden and through the leaves feels 
like being in a tree house. 

Although the home is sandwiched between two  
three-story structures, a trio of tall European beech trees 
planted just outside the kitchen window helps to break  
up the brick views. “Screening views in the city is always  
a challenge,” says landscape architect Mimi McKay. “So, 
to create privacy, we added in trees to conceal the sight of 
their neighbor’s property.” Moreover, the approach from 
the front walk is equally as appealing, especially during 
the evenings. When the entry foyer and garden are 
illuminated, the home appears to glow from within. “From 
the front sidewalk you can see all the way through the 
house, which is very inviting,” Toukoumidis says.

Overall, the home came together with perfect precision, 
thanks to input from the homeowners. “Working with clients 
who are so appreciative of good design was very rewarding,” 
adds Toukoumidis. Mission accomplished.  
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